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Conclusion: A radiation QA probe EDINA for small field 
dosimetry using new fabrication technology of silicon diodes 
and packaging has been developed. The EDINA has isotropic 
response, and well matching to EBT output field factor 
response making it suitable for small field dosimetry and 
quality assurance for SRS. 
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Purpose or Objective: When an absorbed dose to water is 
determined using radiophotoluminescent glass dosimeter 
(RGD), it is necessary to convert the radiophotoluminescent 
quantity into a water absorbed dose with calibration factor. 
Generally, dose calibration is performed at reference 
condition (on the central axis at a depth of 10 cm for a 10 
cm×10 cm field). Although, patient specific dose 
measurement is performed at non-reference condition, RGD 
response may be changed because RGD has energy 
dependence. In this study, we evaluated the variation of RGD 
response for non-reference condition measurement using 
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. 
 
Material and Methods: To analyze the energy response of 
RGD for non-reference condition beam, absorbed dose ratio 
of water to RGD and mean mass energy absorption coefficient 
of water to RGD ((μen/ρ)w,RGD) was simulated using EGSnrc 
code. The irradiation conditions for the MC simulations were 
set to 5 cm×5 cm, 10 cm×10 cm and 20 cm×20 cm field for 10 
MV photon beam. RGD was set to the central axis at 10 cm 
depth in water phantom. For 20 cm×20 cm field, 20 cm off 
axis position were calculated, respectively. The photon 
beams source for the MC simulation, radiation transport in 
the accelerator was modeled using the BEAMnrc Monte Carlo 
code. The accelerator geometry and materials were obtained 
from the manufacturer’s data for the Clinac21EX. 
 
Results: The dose ratio was from 1.168 to 1.149 for 5 cm×5 
cm to 20 cm×20 cm, respectively. (μen/ρ)w,RGD was 1.079 
and 1.075 for field sizes of 5 cm × 5 cm and 20 cm × 20 cm, 
respectively. When the field size became large, scattered 
low energy photon increase. Mass energy absorbed 
coefficient of RGD is very high for low energy photon. 
Therefore, the RGD response became increase with increase 
field size. In the 20 cm off axis position for 20 cm×20 cm 
field, energy response showed more variation. The dose ratio 
and (μen/ρ)w,RGD was 0.962 and 0.937, respectively. In out 
of field locations, the spectra contained more low-energy 
photons. 
 
Conclusion: In this study, we evaluate the variation of RGD 
response for non-reference condition measurement. As a 
results, RGD response was affected by the low energy 
photon. This response change should be considered when the 
non-reference condition measurement is performed using 
RGD. 
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Purpose or Objective: In this study a series of basic 
dosimetric properties of a low density (LD) gel dosimeter are 
studied. The dose response is investigated regarding to 
temporal stability, detectable dose range, sensitivity, dose-
rate and energy dependence as well as lung tissue 
equivalence. 
 
Material and Methods: The LD gel is made by mixing the 
polymer gel with expanded polystyrene spheres. Methacrylic 
acid is used as a monomer and tetrakis-hydroxy-methyl-
phosphonium chloride (THPC) as an oxygen scavenger (MAGAT 
polymer gel dosimeter). The temporal stability of LD gel is 
monitored for a period of a month. Energy dependence is 
studied at two energies; 1.25 MeV and 6 MV photon beam 
which are produced by 60Co and Linac machines.investigation 
of dose rate dependence is performed in the low, medium, 
and high absorbed region. Also reproducibility of dose 
response is studied in three sets of LD gel with identical 
preparation, irradiation and imaging procedure in three 
different days. Moreover the linearity and sensitivity is 
investigated up to dose of 20 Gy. 
 
Results: The response of the gel indicates, the dose response 
curve attained stability during the measured time. The 
results also show that the dose response is reproducible. The 
gel response is found linear over the measured dose with 
r2=0.981 and sensitivity of 0.814 S-1Gy-1. In the measured 
range, the dose response of the NIPAM gel is independent of 
beam energy within less than ±0.02 and the dose rate had no 
effect on the gel response. LD gel is nearly lung tissue 
equivalent with average mass density of 0.35 to 0.42 g/cm3 
and average relative electron density of 0.41. 
 
Conclusion: MAGAT LD gel dosimeter appears to be a 
promising dosimeter in all aspects of dosimetric properties 
evaluated in this study. In addition, its high linearity together 
with no dose rate dependence in different level of dose make 
it a suitable dosimeter to measure 3D-dose distributions 
inside a non-homogeneous media such as lung tissue. 
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Purpose or Objective: Plastic scintillation detectors (PSD) 
are highly valuable for a variety of dosimetry applications, 
since their atomic composition and volume size produce small 
perturbation effects. A commercial PSD provided by Standard 
Imaging Inc (Exradin W1) is available and its Cherenkov light 
correction is based on the method proposed by Guillot et al. 
However, recent studies showed that the Cherenkov light 
ratio (CLR) is energy dependent, which could compromise its 
performance in clinical photon beams. The goal of this work 
is to investigate a theoretical model to characterize the 
